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ON GENERALIZED DIRECT PRODUCT OF FUZZY MULTIGROUPS

∗P. A. EJEGWA

ABSTRACT. Fuzzy multigroup is a structure that generalizes the idea of fuzzy group. In
fact, the concept of fuzzy multigroups is the application of fuzzy multisets to group theory.
The idea of direct product of fuzzy multigroups has been established. This paper extends
the notion of direct product between two fuzzy multigroups to the case of finitely many
fuzzy multigroups. Some properties of generalized direct product of fuzzy multigroups
are elucidated. It is shown that generalized direct product of fuzzy multigroups is a fuzzy
multigroup. Finally, a number of results are obtained and duly verified with respect to
alph-cuts and level sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy set theory was proposed by Zadeh [26] as a technique for representing impre-
cision in real-world situations. Fuzzy set theory has achieved a great success in several
fields due to its ability to cope uncertainty. Fuzzy set is characterized by a membership
function, µ which takes value from a crisp set to a unit interval, I = [0, 1]. The concept
of fuzzy sets has grown amazingly with several applications in groups, like fuzzy groups
[19], metric spaces [10], etc. Elaborate researches have been conducted on fuzzy group
theory [1, 16, 18, 20]. Just as fuzzy groups were drawn from fuzzy sets, in like manner,
the notion of multigroups had been studied [11, 12, 17] via multisets.

By a way of generalization, Yager [25] proposed the idea of fuzzy multisets which
is a generalization of fuzzy sets in multisets framework [22, 23]. For some details on
fuzzy multisets, see [4, 13, 24]. Shinoj et al. [21] followed the footsteps of Rosenfeld
[19] to introduced a non-classical group called fuzzy multigroup. The concept of fuzzy
multigroups constitutes an application of fuzzy multisets to the notion of group. The ideas
of abelian fuzzy multigroup and order of fuzzy multigroups have been studied in [2, 6].
Ejegwa [5] introduced the concept of fuzzy multigroupoids and presented the idea of fuzzy
submultigroups with a number of results. The notions of centre and centralizer in fuzzy
multigroup setting were established with some relevant results [6]. In [7], the idea of
homomorphism in the setting of fuzzy multigroups was defined and some homomorphic
properties of fuzzy multigroups were elaborated. Recently, the idea of direct product of
fuzzy multigroups was proposed and a number of results were established [9].

The objectives of this paper are to generalize direct product of fuzzy multigroups and
deduce some related results therein, motivated by the results in [9]. In fact, generalized
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direct product of fuzzy multigroups is the extension of the work in [9]. In recap, this paper
proposes the notion of generalized direct product of fuzzy multigroups and explicates some
of its properties in details. By organization, the paper is thus presented: Section 2 provides
some preliminaries while Section 3 proposes the idea of generalized direct product of fuzzy
multigroups and discusses some of its properties. Also, a number of results are obtained.
Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and provides direction for future studies.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Definition 2.1. [25] Assume X is a set of elements. Then, a fuzzy bag/multiset A drawn
from X can be characterized by a count membership function CMA such that

CMA : X → Q,

where Q is the set of all crisp bags or multisets from the unit interval I = [0, 1].
From [24], a fuzzy multiset can also be characterized by a high-order function. In

particular, a fuzzy multiset A can be characterized by a function

CMA : X → N I or CMA : X → [0, 1]→ N,

where I = [0, 1] and N = N ∪ {0}.
By [14], it implies that CMA(x) for x ∈ X is given as

CMA(x) = {µ1
A(x), µ

2
A(x), ..., µ

n
A(x), ...},

where µ1
A(x), µ

2
A(x), ..., µ

n
A(x), ... ∈ [0, 1] such that µ1

A(x) ≥ µ2
A(x) ≥ ... ≥ µnA(x) ≥

..., whereas in a finite case, we write

CMA(x) = {µ1
A(x), µ

2
A(x), ..., µ

n
A(x)},

for µ1
A(x) ≥ µ2

A(x) ≥ ... ≥ µnA(x).
A fuzzy multiset A can be represented in the form

A = {〈CMA(x)

x
〉 | x ∈ X} orA = {〈x,CMA(x)〉 | x ∈ X}.

In a simple term, a fuzzy multiset A of X is characterized by the count membership
function CMA(x) for x ∈ X , that takes the value of a multiset of a unit interval I = [0, 1]
[3, 15].

We denote the set of all fuzzy multisets by FMS(X).

Definition 2.2. [13] Let A,B ∈ FMS(X). Then, A is called a fuzzy submultiset of B
written as A ⊆ B if CMA(x) ≤ CMB(x) ∀x ∈ X . Also, if A ⊆ B and A 6= B, then A
is called a proper fuzzy submultiset of B and denoted as A ⊂ B.

Definition 2.3. [24] Let A,B ∈ FMS(X). Then, the intersection and union of A and
B, denoted by A ∩ B and A ∪ B, respectively, are defined by the rules that for any object
x ∈ X ,

(i) CMA∩B(x) = CMA(x) ∧ CMB(x),
(ii) CMA∪B(x) = CMA(x) ∨ CMB(x),

where ∧ and ∨ denote minimum and maximum respectively.

Definition 2.4. [13] Let A,B ∈ FMS(X). Then, A and B are comparable to each other
if A ⊆ B or B ⊆ A, and A = B if CMA(x) = CMB(x)∀x ∈ X .

Definition 2.5. [21] LetX be a group. Then, A fuzzy multisetA ofX is said to be a fuzzy
multigroup of X if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) CMA(xy) ≥ CMA(x) ∧ CMA(y) ∀x, y ∈ X ,
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(ii) CMA(x
−1) ≥ CMA(x) ∀x ∈ X .

It follows immediately that,

CMA(x
−1) = CMA(x) ∀x ∈ X

since
CMA(x) = CMA((x

−1)−1) ≥ CMA(x
−1).

Also,
CMA(e) ≥ CMA(x) ∀x ∈ X

because

CMA(e) = CMA(xx
−1) ≥ CMA(x) ∧ CMA(x) = CMA(x).

In fact, every fuzzy multigroup is a fuzzy multiset but the converse is not true. The set of
all fuzzy multigroups of X is denoted by FMG(X).

Definition 2.6. [5] Let A ∈ FMG(X). A fuzzy submultiset B of A is called a fuzzy
submultigroup of A, i.e., B ⊆ A if B form a fuzzy multigroup. A fuzzy submultigroup B
of A is a proper fuzzy submultigroup, i.e., B ⊂ A, if B ⊆ A and A 6= B.

Definition 2.7. [2] Let A ∈ FMG(X). Then, A is said to be commutative if for all
x, y ∈ X , CMA(xy) = CMA(yx).

Definition 2.8. [8] Let A,B ∈ FMG(X) such that A ⊆ B. Then, A is called a normal
fuzzy submultigroup of B if for all x, y ∈ X , it satisfies

CMA(xyx
−1) ≥ CMA(y).

Definition 2.9. [8] Two fuzzy multigroups A and B of X are conjugate to each other if
for all x, y ∈ X ,

CMA(x) = CMB(yxy
−1) and CMB(y) = CMA(xyx

−1).

Proposition 2.1. [8] Let A,B ∈ FMG(X). Then, the following statements are equiva-
lent.

(i) A is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B.
(ii) CMA(xyx

−1) = CMA(y)∀x, y ∈ X .
(iii) CMA(xy) = CMA(yx)∀x, y ∈ X .

Proposition 2.2. [5, 21] Let A ∈ FMG(X). Then, the sets A∗ and A∗ are defined as

(i) A∗ = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) > 0} and
(ii) A∗ = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) = CMA(e)}, (where e is the identity element of X) are

subgroups of X .

Definition 2.10. Let A ∈ FMG(X). Then, the sets A[α] and A(α) defined as

(i) A[α] = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) ≥ α} and
(ii) A(α) = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) > α}

are called strong upper alpha-cut and weak upper alpha-cut of A, where α ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 2.11. Let A ∈ FMG(X). Then, the sets A[α] and A(α) defined as

(i) A[α] = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) ≤ α} and
(ii) A(α) = {x ∈ X | CMA(x) < α}

are called strong lower alpha-cut and weak lower alpha-cut of A, where α ∈ [0, 1].
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Theorem 2.3. Let A ∈ FMG(X). Then, A[α] is a subgroup of X for all α ≤ CMA(e)

and A[α] is a subgroup of X for all α ≥ CMA(e), where e is the identity element of X
and α ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 2.12. Let A,B ∈ FMG(X) such that A ⊆ B. Then, A is called a characteris-
tic (fully invariant) fuzzy submultigroup of B if

CMAθ (x) = CMA(x) ∀x ∈ X
for every automorphism, θ of X . That is, θ(A) ⊆ A for every θ ∈ Aut(X).

Proposition 2.4. Let X be a group. Every characteristic fuzzy submultigroup of a fuzzy
multigroup B of X is normal.

Definition 2.13. [7] Let X and Y be groups and let f : X → Y be a homomorphism.
Suppose A and B are fuzzy multigroups of X and Y , respectively. Then, f induces a
homomorphism from A to B which satisfies

(i) CMA(f
−1(y1y2)) ≥ CMA(f

−1(y1)) ∧ CMA(f
−1(y2)) ∀y1, y2 ∈ Y ,

(ii) CMB(f(x1x2)) ≥ CMB(f(x1)) ∧ CMB(f(x2)) ∀x1, x2 ∈ X ,
where

(i) the image of A under f , denoted by f(A), is a fuzzy multiset over Y defined by

CMf(A)(y) =

{ ∨
x∈f−1(y) CMA(x), f−1(y) 6= ∅

0, otherwise

for each y ∈ Y .
(ii) the inverse image of B under f , denoted by f−1(B), is a fuzzy multiset over X

defined by
CMf−1(B)(x) = CMB(f(x))∀x ∈ X.

Definition 2.14. [9] Let X and Y be groups, A ∈ FMG(X) and B ∈ FMG(Y ), respec-
tively. Then, the direct product of A and B depicted by A×B is a function

CMA×B : X × Y → Q

defined by

CMA×B((x, y)) = CMA(x) ∧ CMB(y) ∀x ∈ X, ∀y ∈ Y,
where Q is the set of all multisets from the unit interval I = [0, 1].

Theorem 2.5. [9] Let A and B be fuzzy multigroups of X and Y , respectively. Then,
A×B is a fuzzy multigroup of X × Y .

Theorem 2.6. [9] Let A ∈ FMG(X) and B ∈ FMG(Y ). Suppose C and D are two
fuzzy submultisets ofA andB, respectively. Then, C×D is a fuzzy submultigroup ofA×B
if and only if both C and D are fuzzy submultigroups of A and B, respectively.

Theorem 2.7. [9] Let f :W ×X → Y × Z be an isomorphism, A,B,C and D be fuzzy
multigroups of W,X, Y and Z, respectively. Then, the following statements hold.

(i) f(A×B) ∈ FMG(Y × Z).
(ii) f−1(C)× f−1(D) ∈ FMG(W ×X).

3. GENERALIZED DIRECT PRODUCT OF FUZZY MULTIGROUPS

In this section, we define direct product of kth fuzzy multigroups and obtain some
results.
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Definition 3.1. LetA1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multigroups of groupsX1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively. Then, the direct product of A1, A2, ..., Ak is a function

CMA1×A2×...×Ak : X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk → Q

defined by

CMA1×A2×...×Ak(x) = CMA1
(x1) ∧CMA2

(x2) ∧ ... ∧CMAk−1
(xk−1) ∧CMAk(xk),

whereQ is the set of all multisets from the unit interval I = [0, 1] and x = (x1, x2, ..., xk−1, xk),
∀x1 ∈ X1,∀x2 ∈ X2, ...,∀xk ∈ Xk. If we denoteA1, A2, ..., Ak byAi, (i ∈ I), X1, X2, ..., Xk

by Xi, (i ∈ I), A1 × A2 × ... × Ak by
∏k
i=1Ai and X1 × X2 × ... × Xk by

∏k
i=1Xi.

Then the direct product of Ai is a function

CM∏k
i=1 Ai

:

k∏
i=1

Xi → Q

defined by

CM∏k
i=1 Ai

((xi)i∈I) = ∧i∈ICMAi((xi)) ∀xi ∈ Xi, I = 1, ..., k.

Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed that Xi is a group with identity ei for all i ∈ I ,
X =

∏k
i∈I Xi, and so e = (ei)i∈I .

Proposition 3.1. Let A1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multisets of the sets X1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively. Then

(i) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ = A1∗ ×A2∗ × ...×Ak∗.
(ii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ = A∗1 ×A∗2 × ...×A∗k.

Proof. (i) Let (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗. Synthesizing Proposition 2.2, we
have

CMA1×A2×...×Ak((x1, x2, ..., xk)) = (CMA1
(x1)∧CMA2

(x2)∧ ...∧CMAk(xk)) ≥ 0.

This implies that CMA1(x1) ≥ 0, CMA2(x2) ≥ 0, ..., CAk(xk) ≥ 0 and x1 ∈ A1∗,
x2 ∈ A2∗, ..., xk ∈ Ak∗. Thus, (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ A1∗ ×A2∗ × ...×Ak∗.

Also, let (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ A1∗ ×A2∗ × ...×Ak∗. Then xi ∈ Ai∗,
for i = 1, 2, ..., k, CMA1

(x1) ≥ 0, CMA2
(x2) ≥ 0, ..., CMAk(xk) ≥ 0. Thus,

(CMA1(x1) ∧ CMA2(x2) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(xk)) ≥ 0.

That is,
CMA1×A2×...×Ak((x1, x2, ..., xk)) ≥ 0,

implies that
(x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗.

Hence, (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ = A1∗ ×A2∗ × ...×Ak∗.
(ii) Synthesizing Proposition 2.2 and following the logic in (i), the result follows. �

Theorem 3.2. LetA1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multisets of the setsX1, X2, ..., Xk, respectively
and let α ∈ [0, 1]. Then

(i) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] = A1[α] ×A2[α] × ...×Ak[α].
(ii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] = A

[α]
1 ×A

[α]
2 × ...×A

[α]
k .

Proof. (i) Let (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α]. From Definition 2.10, we have

CMA1×A2×...×Ak((x1, x2, ..., xk)) = (CMA1
(x1)∧CMA2

(x2)∧ ...∧CMAk(xk)) ≥ α.
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This implies that

CMA1
(x1) ≥ α,CMA2

(x2) ≥ α, ..., CAk(xk) ≥ α
and x1 ∈ A1[α], x2 ∈ A2[α], ..., xk ∈ Ak[α]. Thus,

(x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ A1[α] ×A2[α] × ...×Ak[α].
Again, let (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ A1[α] × A2[α] × ... × Ak[α]. Then xi ∈ Ai[α], for i =

1, 2, ..., k, CMA1(x1) ≥ α, CMA2(x2) ≥ α, ..., CMAk(xk) ≥ α. Thus,

(CMA1
(x1) ∧ CMA2

(x2) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(xk)) ≥ α.
That is,

CMA1×A2×...×Ak((x1, x2, ..., xk)) ≥ α,
implies that

(x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α].
Hence, (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] = A1[α] ×A2[α] × ...×Ak[α].

(ii) By Definition 2.11 and following the logic in (i), the result is complete. �

Theorem 3.3. Let A1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multigroups of groups X1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively. Then, A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk.

Proof. Let (x1, x2, ..., xk), (y1, y2, ..., yk) ∈ X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk. We get
CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yk)) = CMA1×...×Ak((x1y1, ..., xkyk))
= CMA1

(x1y1)∧ ...∧CMAk(xkyk) ≥ (CMA1
(x1)∧CMA1

(y1))∧ ...∧ (CMAk(xk)∧
CMAk(yk)) = ∧(∧(CMA1

(x1), CMA1
(y1)), ...,∧(CMAk(xk), CMAk(yk))

= ∧(∧(CMA1
(x1), ..., CMAk(xk)),∧(CMA1

(y1), ..., CMAk(yk)))
= CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yk)).
Also,

CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)
−1) = CMA1×...×Ak((x

−1
1 , ..., x−1k ))

= CMA1(x
−1
1 ) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(x

−1
k )

= CMA1(x1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(xk)

= CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)).

Hence, A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk. �

Theorem 3.4. LetA1, A2, ..., Ak andB1, B2, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups ofX1, X2, ..., Xk,
respectively, such that A1, A2, ..., Ak ⊆ B1, B2, ..., Bk. If A1, A2, ...,
Ak are normal fuzzy submultigroups ofB1, B2, ..., Bk, thenA1×A2× ...×Ak is a normal
fuzzy submultigroup of B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, A1 × A2 × ... × Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1, X2, ..., Xk.
Likewise, B1 × B2 × ... × Bk is a fuzzy multigroup of X1, X2, ..., Xk. Now, we let
(x1, x2, ..., xk), (y1, y2, ..., yk) ∈ X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk. Then we get

CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yk)) = CMA1×...×Ak((x1y1, ..., xkyk))

= CMA1
(x1y1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(xkyk)

= CMA1
(y1x1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(ykxk)

= CMA1×...×Ak((y1x1, ..., ykxk))

= CMA1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yk)(x1, ..., xk)).

Thus, A1 × A2 × ... × Ak is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B1 × B2 × ... × Bk by
Proposition 2.1. �
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Theorem 3.5. IfA1, A2, ..., Ak are fuzzy multigroups ofX1, X2, ..., Xk, respectively, then
(i) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ is a subgroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk,

(ii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ is a subgroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk,
(iii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] is a subgroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk,
∀ α ≤ [CMA1(e1), CMA2(e2), ..., CMAk(ek)], α ∈ [0, 1].

(iv) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] is a subgroup of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk,
∀ α ≥ [CMA1

(e1), CMA2
(e2), ..., CMAk(ek)], α ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. Combining Proposition 2.2, Theorems 2.3 and 3.3, the results follow. �

Corollary 3.6. Let A1, A2, ..., Ak and B1, B2, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups of X1, X2

, ..., Xk such that A1, A2, ..., Ak ⊆ B1, B2, ..., Bk. If A1, A2, ..., Ak are normal fuzzy
submultigroups of B1, B2, ..., Bk, then

(i) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ is a normal subgroup of (B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk)∗,
(ii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)∗ is a normal subgroup of (B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk)∗,

(iii) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] is a normal subgroup of (B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk)[α], ∀ α ≤
[CMA1

(e1), CMA2
(e2), ..., CMAk(ek)], α ∈ [0, 1].

(iv) (A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak)[α] is a normal subgroup of (B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk)[α], ∀ α ≥
[CMA1

(e1), CMA2
(e2), ..., CMAk(ek)], α ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. Combining Proposition 2.2, Theorems 2.3, 3.3 and 3.4, the results follow. �

Theorem 3.7. LetA1, A2, ..., Ak andB1, B2, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups of groupsX1, X2, ..., Xk,
respectively. If A1, A2, ..., Ak are conjugate to B1, B2, ..., Bk, then the fuzzy multigroup
A1×A2× ...×Ak of X1×X2× ...×Xk is conjugate to the fuzzy multigroup B1×B2×
...×Bk of X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk.

Proof. By Definition 2.9, if fuzzy multigroup Ai of Xi conjugates to fuzzy multigroup Bi
of Xi, then exist xi ∈ Xi such that for all yi ∈ Xi,

CMAi(yi) = CMBi(x
−1
i yixi), i = 1, 2, ..., k.

Then we have

CMA1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yk)) = CMA1
(y1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(yk)

= CMB1
(x−11 y1x1) ∧ ... ∧ CMBk(x

−1
k ykxk)

= CMB1×...×Bk((x
−1
1 y1x1, ..., x

−1
k ykxk)).

This completes the proof. �

Theorem 3.8. Let A1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multisets of the groups X1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively. Suppose that e1, e2, ..., ek are identities elements of X1, X2, ..., Xk, respectively. If
A1 × A2 × ... × Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1 × X2 × ... × Xk, then for at least one
i = 1, 2, ..., k, the statement

CMA1×A2×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, e2, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)) ≥ CMAi((xi))

∀xi ∈ Xi holds.

Proof. Let A1 × A2 × ... × Ak be a fuzzy multigroup of X1 × X2 × ... × Xk. By
contraposition, suppose that for none of i = 1, 2, ..., k, the statement holds. Then we can
find (a1, a2, ..., ak) ∈ X1 ×X2 ×...×Xk, respectively, such that

CMAi((ai)) > CMA1×A2×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, e2, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)).

Then we have CMA1×...×Ak((a1, ..., ak)) = CMA1
(a1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(ak) >

CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)) = CMA1
(e1) ∧ ...
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∧ CMAi−1
(ei−1) ∧ CMAi+1

(ei+1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(ek) = CMA1
(e1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(ek)

= CMA1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ek)).
Thus, A1×A2× ...×Ak is not a fuzzy multigroup of X1×X2× ...×Xk. Hence, for

at least one i = 1, 2, ..., k, the inequality

CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)) ≥ CMAi((xi))

is satisfied for all xi ∈ Xi. �

Theorem 3.9. Let A1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multisets of the groups X1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively, such that

CMAi((xi)) ≤ CMA1×A2×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, e2, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek))

∀xi ∈ Xi, ei being the identity element of Xi. If A1 × ...× Ai−1 × Ai+1 × ...× Ak is a
fuzzy multigroup of X1 × ...×Xi−1 ×Xi+1 × ...×Xk, then Ai is a fuzzy multigroup of
Xi.

Proof. Let A1× ...×Ai−1×Ai+1× ...×Ak be a fuzzy multigroup of X1× ...×Xi−1×
Xi+1 × ...×Xk and xi, yi ∈ Xi. Then

(e1, ..., xi, ..., ek), (e1, ..., yi, ..., ek) ∈ X1 × ...×Xi × ...×Xk.

Now, using the given inequality, we have
CMAi((xiyi)) = CMAi((xiyi)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ...
, ek)(e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)) = CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e1, ..., xi, ..., ek)(e1, ..., yi, ... , ek)) ≥
CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e1, ..., xi, ..., ek)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e1, ..., yi, ... , ek)) =
∧(CMAi((xi))∧CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)), CMAi((yi))∧
CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)))
= CMAi((xi)) ∧ CMAi((yi)).
Also, CMAi((x

−1
i )) = CMAi((x

−1
i )) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e

−1
1 , ...,

e−1i−1, e
−1
i+1, ..., e

−1
k )) = CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e

−1
1 , ..., x−1i , ..., e−1k )) =

CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e1, ..., xi, ..., ek)
−1) = CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((e1, ..., xi, ...,

ek)) = CMAi((xi))∧CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((e1, ..., ei−1, ei+1, ..., ek)) = CMAi((xi)).
Hence, Ai ∈ FMG(Xi). �

Theorem 3.10. LetA1, A2, ..., Ak be fuzzy multisets of the groupsX1, X2, ..., Xk, respec-
tively, such that

CMA1×A2×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, x2, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)) ≤ CMAi((ei))

∀(x1, x2, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk) ∈ X1 ×X2 × ...×Xi−1 ×Xi+1 × ...×Xk, ei being the
identity element of Xi. If A1×A2× ...×Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1×X2× ...×Xk,
then A1 × A2 × ... × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × ... × Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1 ×X2 × ... ×
Xi−1 ×Xi+1 × ...×Xk.

Proof. Let A1 × A2 × ... × Ak be a fuzzy multigroup of X1 × X2 × ... × Xk and
(x1, x2, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk), (y1, y2, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., yk) ∈ X1 × X2 × ... × Xi−1 ×
Xi+1 × ...×Xk. Using the given inequality, we arrive at
CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., yk))
= CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., yk)) ∧
CMAi((ei)) = CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((x1, ..., ei, ..., xk)(y1, ..., ei, ..., yk))
≥ CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((x1, ..., ei, ..., xk)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((y1, ..., ei, ..., yk))
= ∧(CMAi((ei)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)),
CMAi((ei)) ∧ CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., yk))) =
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CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk))
∧ CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((y1, y2, ..., yi−1, yi+1, ..., yk)).

Again,
CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x

−1
1 , ..., x−1i−1, x

−1
i+1, ..., x

−1
k ))

= CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x
−1
1 , ..., x−1i−1, x

−1
i+1, ..., x

−1
k )) ∧ CMAi((e

−1
i ))

= CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((x
−1
1 , ..., e−1i , ..., x−1k ))

= CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((x1, ..., ei, ..., xk)
−1)

= CMA1×...×Ai×...×Ak((x1, ..., ei, ..., xk))
= CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)) ∧ CMAi((ei))
= CMA1×...×Ai−1×Ai+1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xk)).
Hence, A1×A2× ...×Ai−1×Ai+1× ...×Ak is a fuzzy multigroup of X1×X2× ...×
Xi−1 ×Xi+1 × ...×Xk. �

Theorem 3.11. LetB1, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups of groupsX1, ..., Xk. SupposeA1, ..., Ak
are fuzzy submultisets of B1, ..., Bk, respectively. Then A1 × ...× Ak is a fuzzy submulti-
group of B1 × ...×Bk if and only if A1, ..., Ak are fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 2.6, so we omit the proof. �

Remark. Let B1, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups of groups X1, ..., Xk. Suppose A1, ..., Ak
are fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk, respectively. Then

(i) A1 × ... × Ak is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B1 × ... × Bk if and only if
A1, ..., Ak are normal fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

(ii) A1× ...×Ak is a characteristic fuzzy submultigroup of B1× ...×Bk if and only
if A1, ..., Ak are characteristic fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

(iii) A1 × ...×Ak is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B1 × ...×Bk if A1, ..., Ak are
characteristic fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

Remark. Let B1, ..., Bk be fuzzy multigroups of groups X1, ..., Xk. Suppose A1, ..., Ak
are fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk, respectively. Then

(i) A1 × ... × Ak is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B1 × ... × Bk if and only if
A1, ..., Ak are normal fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

(ii) A1× ...×Ak is a characteristic fuzzy submultigroup of B1× ...×Bk if and only
if A1, ..., Ak are characteristic fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

(iii) A1 × ...×Ak is a normal fuzzy submultigroup of B1 × ...×Bk if A1, ..., Ak are
characteristic fuzzy submultigroups of B1, ..., Bk.

Theorem 3.12. Let X1, X2, ..., Xk and Y1, Y2, ..., Yk be groups, and

f : X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk → Y1 × Y2 × ...× Yk
be homomorphism. If A1×A2× ...×Ak ∈ FMG(X1×X2× ...×Xk) and B1×B2×
...×Bk ∈ FMG(Y1 × Y2 × ...× Yk), then

(i) f(A1 ×A2 × ...×Ak) ∈ FMG(Y1 × Y2 × ...× Yk),
(ii) f−1(B1 ×B2 × ...×Bk) ∈ FMG(X1 ×X2 × ...×Xk).

Proof. Similar to Theorem 2.7, so we omit the proof. �

Theorem 3.13. LetA1, ..., Ak be fuzzy multigroups of groupsX1, ..., Xk. ThenA1, ..., Ak
are commutative if and only if A1 × ... × Ak is a commutative fuzzy multigroup of X1 ×
...×Xk.
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Proof. SupposeA1, ..., Ak are commutative. We show thatA1× ...×Ak is a commutative
fuzzy multigroup ofX1×...×Xk. It is a known fact thatA1×...×Ak is a fuzzy multigroup
of X1× ...×Xk by Theorem 3.3. Let (x1, ..., xk), (y1, ..., yk) ∈ X1× ...×Xk. Then, we
get

CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yk)) = CMA1×...×Ak((x1y1), ..., (xkyk))

= CMA1
(x1y1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(xkyk)

= CMA1
(y1x1) ∧ ... ∧ CMAk(ykxk)

= CMA1×...×Ak((y1x1), ..., (ykxk))

= CMA1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yk)(x1, ..., xk)).

Hence, A1 × ... × Ak is a commutative fuzzy multigroup of X1 × ... ×Xk by Definition
2.7.

Conversely, supposeA1× ...×Ak is a commutative fuzzy multigroup ofX1× ...×Xk.
Then,

CMA1×...×Ak((x1, ..., xk)(y1, ..., yk)) = CMA1×...×Ak((y1, ..., yk)(x1, ..., xk)).

Consequently, A1, ..., Ak are commutative fuzzy multigroups of groups X1, ..., Xk. �

4. CONCLUSIONS

The concept of fuzzy multigroups is an application of fuzzy multisets to group theory.
In the continuation of the study of fuzzy multigroups, we have proposed the idea of gen-
eralized direct product of fuzzy multigroups as an extension of direct product of fuzzy
multigroups and obtained some related results. More results on generalized direct product
of fuzzy multigroups could be exploited for future research.
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